Four combinations of two cosine gratings, the 2 nd and 6 th harmonics of a 0.5 c/deg grating (1 c/deg and 3 c/deg respectively), were used as the target stimulus patterns. Pattern 1 is the 2 nd harmonic in isolation, pattern 2 is the 6 th harmonic in isolation, pattern 3 is the 2 nd plus the 6 th and pattern 4 is the 2 nd minus the 6 th . The one-dimensional noise was the sum of 1st-7th harmonics of a 0.5c/deg fundamental. The contrast of each noise harmonic n and m were generated randomly and had a mean of zero and had a 4% Gaussian standard deviation in both sine and cosine phases. The one-dimensional stimulus was:
D prime
Results: Dprimes were lowest between the signal absent and signal present conditions for all patterns. The dprimes were generally highest for simpler patterns 1 and 2 but not by a large amount. Templates are in the Eye of the Beholder 
SUMMARY & DISCUSSION
The subject's Templates revealed that each subject could form a template that matched the target pattern but for Patterns 2 ( ) and 4 ( ), they had difficulty forming any template in the signal absent conditions. The Template Efficiencies showed a huge increase between target absent and target present conditions but was relatively constant across all three stimulus present contrast levels. The correlation and consistency for each subjects was approximately 0.45, independent of the stimulus level or target pattern.
The initial results seemed to contradict each other: In the signal absent conditions, the template efficiency drops significantly (from ~70% efficiency to ~30%). The low d-primes from signal absent to signal present underlined the difficulty subjects had in discriminating between the two situations. However the correlation was relatively high and consistent independent of stimulus level. The surprising implication from our double-pass experiments is that these mismatches or mistakes are done consistently. Patterns 2 and 4 had a near zero template in the signal absent conditions, unlike Patterns 1 ( ) and 3 ( ), where the signal absent template was similar to the signal present template. The classification images revealed that the subjects were able to create reasonably correct templates particularly for the lower frequency harmonics (1 c/deg), where precise template alignment was less critical. However at the higher frequency (3 c/deg) the behavior became more variable depending on how successful the subject's strategy was for coping with the more difficult detection task. Because of its misalignment sensitivity, Pattern 2 was much more difficult at low contrast and signal absent conditions. Even though Pattern 4 ( ) has low frequency information like Pattern 3 ( ) , one of the critical features is a small dark bar at the center, which can be easily misaligned and confused with a dark bar due to noise in the 5 th or 7 th harmonic, creating a situation just like Pattern 2.
Clearly some patterns were harder to detect than others. In the case of Pattern 4, only one subject, was able to form a successful template. By separating out that subject's data, it was clear that the other subjects did not adapt a similar strategy. This could be a fifth hypothesis: the "Clever Template". If the subjects find a strategy that works extremely well, they can overcome some of the difficulties presented by the higher frequencies. The subject reported that they adopted a two step decision process-first, was the lower frequency fundamental present with two dark bars? If so, was there also a small dark bar at or very close to the fixation point? This created a template very similar to the desired target even if they ignored the other details such as the lighter bars in the middle of the wide dark bars, or the two light bars on either
INTRODUCTION
When given a pattern detection task, an analysis of the subjects' internal templates or classification images reveals a significant difference between signal present and signal absent conditions. The stimulus and noise in this experiment were designed to allow a reconstruction of the subject's internal template through a linear regression analysis of the weighting of sensitivity to each frequency component. Because subjects don't know if the signal will be present or not, they should always be looking for the same target pattern. This predicts that the internal template should be nearly identical regardless of signal presence or absence. We analyzed the subjects efficiency and consistency of response, and found an apparent contradiction.
NOTE: error bars represent the standard error of the mean of the data. 
Template Efficiency and Correlation

HYPOTHESES
Bad Fixation What this means:
Subjects do not use fixation point properly or are unable to see it well enough to use it to center their templates. The subject's templates "jitter" randomly in relation to the fixation point from trial to trial. If this were true we would find: Correlation and consistency: medium Template efficiency (quality of template): medium to low at high frequency stimuli, high at low frequencies, degraded at high frequencies (harder to center). Should find some increase in efficiency with contrast because of assistance of pedestal in centering template. Supported or not?: Supported, we did find efficiency changed as the stimulus increased in contrast and frequency. Efficiency was lowest in signal absent conditions (no pedestal) and at the 3 c/deg stimulus (harder to center because of finer detail, harder to differentiate from neighboring frequencies). Correlation was ~40-50% and fairly constant over all envelopes and stimulus conditions. The correlation was high even for the 3 c/deg blank stimulus since a pattern that looked like a shifted 3 c/deg stimulus would get a high rating, consistent across runs. See next hypothesis for further validation.
Some Other Cue/Power/Single Channel What this means: Subjects are using another cue, such as power to make determination about signal presence and strength If this were true we would find: significant responses in the power component of the coefficients of the template Supported or not?: Partially Supported, significant responses only found for 3 c/deg frequency blank (signal absent) stimuli, implying that power may be used to assist ability to detect high frequency stimuli in zero pedestal (signal absent) case.
Mismatched Template What this means:
Subjects use a single template for all patterns, but it is the wrong one If this were true we would find: Two-pass correlation (consistency): High for correct template, lower for mismatched stimuli. Template efficiency: High for correct template, lower for mismatched stimuli Supported or not?: Unsupported, analysis of subjects templates show that they use different templates for the different stimuli Multiple Templates/Multiple Channels What this means: Subject uses multiple templates depending on either signal strength or some other criteria. Perhaps they pay attention to "channel" with greatest strength, the signal and noise "guiding" the template. If this were true we would find: Correlation and consistency would be medium to high, each time they should respond to the stimuli+noise the same no matter if they were correct or incorrect. Efficiency should increase with signal level (increasing strength of signal in appropriate channel). Supported or not?: Unsupported, When signal was present, efficiency did not increase significantly as signal contrast increased. Correlation was consistent from envelope to envelope, and the efficiency did vary from envelope to envelope, but this seemed to correlate more with the frequencies present rather than the total contrast of the noise and stimuli. 
Power Analysis
Results: Overall the power analysis was flat over all frequencies which implies that subjects were not using power significantly. However for all patterns in the signal absent conditions, there was a significant elevation in the 6 th harmonic. For pattern 4 there was also an elevation in the second harmonic in the signal present condition.
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